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EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS ON SMALL-ORDER GRAPHS
M. BROOM, J. RYCHT A R, AND B. STADLER
Abstract. We study the stochastic birth-death model for structured nite
populations popularized by Lieberman et al. [Lieberman, E., Hauert, C.,
Nowak, M.A., 2005. Evolutionary dynamics on graphs. Nature 433, 312-316].
We consider all possible connected undirected graphs of orders three through
eight. For each graph, using the Monte Carlo Markov Chain simulations, we
determine the xation probability of a mutant introduced at every possible
vertex. We show that the xation probability depends on the vertex and on
the graph. A randomly placed mutant has the highest chances of xation in a
star graph, closely followed by star-like graphs. The xation probability was
lowest for regular and almost regular graphs. We also nd that within a xed
graph, the xation probability of a mutant has a negative correlation with the
degree of the starting vertex.
1. Introduction
Evolutionary dynamics has been traditionally studied in innite homogenous [13]
or innite spatial [6] populations. Recently, the dynamics was extended to nite
populations and studied in [21]. The dynamics in nite and spatially structured
populations (i.e. graphs) was popularized in [10], see also [7, 16]; other important
work on this subject can be found in [8, 17, 2].
The present study tries to nd answers to the following questions.
1) What is the chance that a mutant (information, computer virus, or disease)
spreads through the graph and reaches every vertex (in other words, xates
in the graph)?
2) Are certain graphs signicantly better (increase xation probability) or
worse (decrease xation probability) than others?
3) Within one graph, how does the chance of xation depend on the starting
position of a mutant?
For regular graphs (a graph is regular if all of its vertices have the same degree),
[10] provided answers to questions one and three. First of all, they implicitly
showed that, in regular graphs, the chances of xation does not depend on the
starting position of a mutant. Second, they calculated that the xation probability
for a mutant in a regular graph with N vertices is given by
(1)
1   1=r
1   1=rN :
They also found that certain directed graphs (namely superstars) signicantly in-
crease the xation probability and that directed linear graphs signicantly decrease
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the xation probability of advantageous mutants. They also introduced a notion of
a selection amplier. A graph is said to have an amplication factor k if an average
xation probability of a mutant in that graph is given by
(2)
1   1=rk
1   1=rkN :
In other words, the graph with amplication factor k amplies the tness advantage
of a mutant from r to rk.
One of the major drawbacks of [10] is that many naturally occurring graphs
are not regular. Therefore, in [19] we have studied the dynamics on small-world
networks. A small-world network is a random graph where most vertices are not
neighbors to each other, yet the majority of vertices can be reached from any
other vertex in a relatively short path through the graph, [23]. Social networks,
the Internet and national power grids all exhibit the characteristics of small-world
networks, [22, 23].
For any graph with a vertex of degree at least three (i.e. any graph that is not
a line or a circle), the rules of the evolutionary dynamics introduced in section 2
lead to the system (4) that has of the order 2N linear equations; the number 2N
can be reduced by considering inner symmetries of the graph (see [4] for details),
yet in most cases the reduction is not signicant. Consequently, the only attempts
for analytical solutions of the system (4) are in [10] (for regular graphs), [5] (for
r  1;r  0;r  1), and [4] (for linear graphs and star graphs). In [1] the authors
provide an analytical method of approximation of the solution and they also show
that the xation probability of a mutant that starts at a vertex of degree k is
proportional to 1=k (the later result is improved in [5]).
In this paper we retreat to numerical simulations of the dynamics by the Monte
Carlo Markov Chain method. Since the small-world networks are typically large
graphs and simulations of the dynamics on such graphs would take too long, for this
paper we restricted ourselves to small graphs of orders three to eight. We nd that
the xation probability of randomly placed advantageous mutants is maximal in
star and star-like graphs (a star is a graph where all vertices but one have degree of
one and are attached to one central vertex, see Figure 1). The xation probability of
randomly placed mutants in any graph is at least as high as given by formula (1) for
regular graphs. We found that any heterogeneity in the graph generally increases
the chances of advantageous mutants. We also conrm the result from [1] and [5]
that it is best for a mutant to start at the vertex with the least possible number
of neighbors. Moreover, we demonstrate that the notion of the amplication factor
introduced in [10] may not be the right notion for a graph since it changes not only
with the graph but also with the mutant tness r.
2. Evolutionary dynamics on graphs
Let G = (V;E) be an undirected graph, V be the set of vertices and E the set
of edges. We assume all graphs are simple, i.e. no vertex is connected to itself
and there are no parallel edges. The dynamics introduced in [10] is a discrete-time
Markov chain. At the beginning, a vertex is chosen and replaced by a mutant with
tness r, all remaining vertices having tness 1. At every next step, the population
is updated based on the following rules.
a) a base vertex is selected proportionally to its 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b) a neighbor of the base vertex is selected at random
c) the base vertex places its ospring into the selected neighboring vertex.
Let fi denote the tness of an individual i 2 V ; fi 2 f1;rg, where fi = r means
that the individual is a mutant. An individual at i is selected for reproduction with
probability
(3) si =
fi P
v2V fv
:
The graph structure is represented by a matrix W = (wij), where wij is the
probability of replacing a vertex j by a copy of a vertex i, provided vertex i was
selected for reproduction,
wij =
(
1
ei; if i and j are connected,
0; otherwise,
where ei is the number of edges incident to the vertex i.
Let PC denote the probability of mutant xation given mutants currently inhabit
a set C  V . The rules of the dynamics yield (see [10]),
(4) PC =
X
i2C
X
j62C
rwijPC[fjg + wjiPCnfig
X
i2C
X
j62C
rwij + wji
with P; = 0 and PV = 1:
For any graph that is not a line or a circle the system (4) has of the order of 2jV j
linear equations, [4]. It was also shown in [4] that, after considering the symmetries,
the system (4) consists of jV j (for a circle), 2jV j + 1 (for a star) and jV j2=4 (for a
line) equations.
3. Methods
3.1. Graph creation. We considered all undirected connected graphs of orders
three through eight. The graphs were created using a program called geng obtained
from [12]. This program allowed us to create all possible non-isomorphic graphs
of a given order. For each order, graph representations were stored in the graph6
format, an ASCII style format explained in [11].
We have veried that we generated all possible graphs by checking the graph
counts. The numbers of all undirected connected graphs of a given order was found
in [3, 18, 20], see Table 1.
3.2. Algorithm for evolutionary dynamics and its implementation. Here
we describe the algorithm we used to simulate the evolutionary dynamics as well as
the implementation of it. It is a modication of what was used in [19]. The input of
the algorithm is a graph G = (V;E), a starting vertex v 2 V , and a mutant tness
value r. One run of the simulation is described as follows:
place a mutant with a tness r into the vertex v 2 V
while (not (graph fully mutated or without mutants)) do
select (a base vertex for reproduction)
nd (all neighboring vertices of base vertex)
select (a neighboring vertex to be replaced)4 M. BROOM, J. RYCHT A R, AND B. STADLER
order number of graphs
3 2
4 6
5 21
6 112
7 853
8 11,117
9 261,080
10 11,716,571
11 1,006,700,565
Table 1. The number of connected undirected graphs of a given
order, [3, 18, 20].
replace (neighboring vertex by ospring of base vertex)
end
C++ was chosen as the language to handle the simulation. It was primarily
chosen due to available C++ libraries from http://www.boost.org. Below are the
specic libraries used in development of the program:
 Boost graph libraries,
 the read graphviz function was used to construct a graph based on an input
from the le in the AT&T Graphviz format,
 Boost random libraries - the mt19937 Mersenne twister generator was used
for all random number generation. The Boost non-deterministic random
generator was used to seed the mt19937 generator. Note, this non-deterministic
generator only works on Linux and Unix like machines.
The graph6 format created by program geng was incompatible with the AT&T
Graphviz format needed by our C++ program. We thus used NetworkX, a Python
package designed for the study of and creation of graphs, to convert the graph6
format to the Graphviz format. As the Python script converted and created an
individual Graphviz le for each graph, it also created and numbered a graphical
representation of each graph using the matplotlib Python libraries, available at
http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net.
3.3. Tests in numbers. For each graph and each vertex of the graph, we tested
ve dierent mutant tness values, r 2 f1;1:1;1:5;2;10g. We tested tness r = 1
because for this tness value theoretical results were known from [5] and we wanted
to make sure our simulation ran correctly. In total, for all graphs of orders 3 through
8, there were 95,714 vertices tested. Overall there were 478,570 tests performed.
Each test consisted of 105 runs of our main simulation. At the end of each such run,
the graph either was fully mutated or there were no mutants at all. We counted
how many times the graph mutated and it yielded the xation probability of a
mutant of a given tness r introduced into a specic vertex v of a given graph G.
We have chosen to run the simulation 105 times after we have performed several
pilot simulations with 106 runs and determined that after 105 the estimate for
xation probability changed by less than 10 3. As a matter of fact, since we have
analytical results for r = 1 for any graph (from [5]) and for stars and lines forEVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS ON SMALL-ORDER GRAPHS 5
any r (from [4]) we compared randomly selected results of our simulations with
the theoretical results and concluded that simulation results were accurate with an
error smaller than 1:5  10 3.
For each order, we ran the simulations three times and thus produced three sets
of data to minimize any possible error and also to account for any natural drift in
the pseudo-random number generator.
3.4. Analysis of results. We have worked with graphs of dierent orders sep-
arately. For every graph, and for each vertex of the graph and each value r 2
f1;1:1;1:5;2;10g, the simulations provided the xation probability of a mutant
with tness r introduced to the graph at that specic vertex. We compared the
resulting independent three sets of data between each other and for the majority
they matched accurately. There were about 10 cases with a dierence of 2  10 3
or higher between the value in one data set and values in the remaining two data
sets. In those cases we disregarded the outlier and went with the number provided
by the other two sets.
We performed two distinct operations with the data. First, for a xed graph and
xed r, we have sorted the vertices by the xation probability. We have tracked
whether this sorted ordering depended on r and we also checked which vertices in
any possible graph of a given order yielded the best chances for a mutant. Sec-
ond, for a xed graph and r we calculated averages over the vertices to get a
xation probability of a mutant introduced randomly into the graph. For xed
r 2 f1:1;1:5;2;10g we then sorted all the graphs by the xation probability and we
have also tracked whether this sorted ordering depended on r or not.
We sometimes had to neglect dierences of 10 3 since those were likely caused by
an error in our estimates. For example, if in all but one comparison a graph G1 was
better (signicantly, i.e. by more than 10 3) than graph G2 and in the remaining
comparison the dierence was negligible (smaller than 10 3) we still counted that
as G1 is better than G2.
4. Results
4.1. Starting position has a signicant impact on the xation probability.
Across all graphs and regardless of the value of r (in particular even for r = 1, i.e.
a non-advantageous mutant), the larger the dierence between the average degree
(2jEj=jV j) of a vertex in a graph and the actual degree of the starting vertex,
the higher the xation probability of a mutant introduced into that vertex. This
conrms the results from [1, 5] that in heterogeneous graphs (graphs which have
vertices of dierent degrees) the vertices with smaller degrees are better starting
positions for mutants. Overall, the best vertices to start at are vertices of degree
one, such that their removal would result in a complete or almost complete graph.
Interestingly enough the absolute winner, i.e. the vertex where the chances of a
mutant are the highest out of any vertex in any graph of the given order, was in the
graph that overall did not increase the advantage of mutants too much (see Figure
2 e). Also, the higher the graph order, the better the chances of a mutant in this
\best vertex".
4.2. Best and worst selection ampliers. Across all orders and for any value
of r, the average xation probability was highest for a star graph, see Figure 1 a).
The second and third place was taken by star-like graphs, a star with an extra edge6 M. BROOM, J. RYCHT A R, AND B. STADLER
a) b) c)
Figure 1. Best selection ampliers. Graphs of order 7 are shown,
yet the results were consistent for all orders 4 through 8. a) the
star is best for any value of r; b) the star with an extra edge is
second best for large r and third best for r around 1; c) the star
with a tail is second best for r around 1 and third best for large r.
and a star with a tail (see Figure 1 b and c). A star with a tail was the better of the
two for r  1, and a star with an extra edge was better for large r. This happened
consistently across the graphs of various orders and we thus conclude that the star
with an extra edge is the better selection amplier for large r while the star with a
tail is a better amplier for smaller r. In particular, the notion of the amplication
factor of a graph as dened in [10] is not a property of a graph itself but of r as
well.
Also, the xation probability of a randomly placed mutant in any graph is at
least as high as given by formula (1) for regular graphs. Consequently, the regular
graphs are the graphs that support the mutants the least. The regular graphs were
closely followed by graphs that were almost regular (an addition of a few edges
would make the graphs regular). In fact, in most cases there was not a signicant
(larger than 10 3) dierence between xation probabilities in regular and almost
regular graphs.
We also noticed that, overall, the trees (graphs with no cycles) scored very well
with many trees being represented in the top 20 of the best selection ampliers.
The line (in fact, an almost regular graph that just needs one edge to become a
regular circle) scored worst from the trees, yet still in top 25% of the graphs.
4.3. Heterogeneity amplies selection. The star is a graph with almost the
largest variation of the vertex degree, dened as
var degG :=
1
jV j
X
v2V
degG(v);
where degG(v) is a degree of the vertex v. The star has the largest variation for
graphs with degree 6 and less. As the degree increases, there are more and more
graphs with larger variation (one such graph at degree 7, three graphs at degree 8,
at least 30 at degree 9). Nevertheless, the variance of a star always belonged to one
of the highest.
We noticed that the variance of the degree (which is a measure of graph hetero-
geneity) was a strong indicator of the xation probability. In general, the higher
the variance of a graph, the higher the average xation probability and vice versa.
There were, however, a few exceptions of graphs with relatively low variance that
nevertheless signicantly increased mutant xation (see Figure 2 a,b,c). Conversely,EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS ON SMALL-ORDER GRAPHS 7
c) b) a) d) e)
Figure 2. Graphs with relatively low variance yet good selection
ampliers (a, b, and c) and graphs with relatively high variance yet
bad selection ampliers (d and e). a) variance 1.9, ranked second
and third, b) variance 1.34, ranked 6th, c) variance 0.776, ranked
around 18th place, d) variance 2.81, ranked around 136th place, e)
variance 2.2, ranked around 500th. (there are 835 graphs of order
7).
there were graphs with relatively high variance that ranked poorly (see Figure 2 d,
e). Note that the regular or almost regular graphs have variance 0 or almost 0.
5. Summary and discussion
We have studied the evolutionary dynamics on all graphs of order 8 and smaller.
We found that the the star graph is a graph where randomly placed mutants have
the highest chances of xation, and regular graphs are the graphs where mutants
have the lowest chances. The graphs that were almost regular (i.e. an addition
of one or two edges would make them regular) yielded xation probabilities only
negligibly higher than regular graphs. Also, we demonstrated that the heterogeneity
of the graph (i.e. the variance of the degree of a vertex) has a strong positive
correlation with the xation probability. In heterogeneous graphs, the xation
probability for a mutant was higher if it was placed in a vertex with smaller degree.
Further work has to be done in order to understand what graph characteristics
inuence the xation probability and how this inuence can be estimated. Also, the
question of which graph is best for mutants remains unanswered. We demonstrated
that the star is best for small order graphs. However, it does not mean that it is
best for graphs of any degree (for directed graphs, superstars - structures that need
about 30 or more vertices to be really eective - are even better than stars, see [10]).
Due to the unmanageable amount of graphs of order 20 or higher, the exhaustive
search we did for small orders cannot be repeated. Thus, new methods are needed
to solve this problem.
Since the heterogeneity of the graph measured by the variation in the vertex
degrees can explain some but not all results, we are also working on measures of
irregularity that would quantify how far a given graph is from being regular. One
such a measure is the number of edges that would have to be added to the graph
so that the resulting graph is regular. We hope that this and similar measures can
provide deeper insight into the dynamics.
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